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HONOR – DUTY – RESPECT 

Commanders Scenario # 1 
 

I.   Topic themes:  Command and Control 

II. Directions:  Each Battalion must appoint a leader/spokesman and a scribe, rotating those 
responsibilities for each scenario.  After each cadet has read the scenario, the group leader will assign a 
topic question to a cadet ensuring that every question is considered.  Each group has 20 minutes to 
develop a set of responses to the topic points listed.  Group leaders must manage the time carefully 
ensuring there is time for group discussion. 

III. Description of the scenario:  The year seems on the surface to be going well in Zebra Company.  
Cadets seem supportive and happy, the junior class is performing their duties well and the company has 
lost only 4 of 32 matriculated freshmen.  It is now late October and post Parent’s Day Weekend.  Cadet 
Smuckatellie, the Zebra Company Commander, has just read an anonymous e-mail from a set of parents 
of Z Company freshmen alleging various incidents of hazing and other abuses.  The allegations are:  (1) 
during Challenge Week, Z Cadre members forced male fourth classmen to swim in a stopped-up shower 
in water that contained urine. (2) The HA Officer personally witnessed the incident and failed to stop it 
or report it.  (3) Multiple members of the cadre used gross profanity with fourth classmen on numerous 
occasions.  (4) Cadre members exercised Fourth classmen in violation of prescribed guidelines and did so 
behind closed doors during ESP.        

As Cadet Smuckatellie reflects on what he has just read he contemplates if the allegations are true or 
not and if they are what went wrong.  (1) How could these violations happen?  His cadre seemed so 
focused and on top of things.  He and Cadet Manning, the Cadre Platoon Leader, rarely had to oversee 
activities involving the freshmen because the juniors seemed to have a handle on things.  The HA Officer 
is so very grounded and good at her position; surely she was not aware of, or witnessed, the shower 
situation as alleged.  (2) How could Cadet Manning have condoned such an incident?  (3) Why were 
fourth classmen meeting behind closed doors?  Surely, his classmates in their roles as senior mentors 
would have heard about problems and reported them.   

 

IV. Relevant Topic Points: 

A. What are the underlying issues and concerns facing Cadet Smuckatellie? 
B. What actions should he take and what should be his priorities? 
C. Does Cadet Smuckatellie have a span of control problem? 
D. Was Cadet Smuckatellie’s level of awareness what it should be? 
E. What resources are available to Cadet Smuckatellie to help him address this situation? 
F. With whom should he communicate about this situation first? 

 

V. Summary:  As stated previously, cadet leaders can expect to face a variety of leadership challenges, 
some of which defy prediction or logic.  We hope that this scenario provided a catalyst for lively 
discussion.  Your comments and suggestions will be helpful in improving the scenario for future classes. 
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HONOR – DUTY – RESPECT 

Commanders Scenario # 2 
 

I.  Topic themes:  Culture Shifts 

II. Directions:  Each Battalion must appoint a leader/spokesman and a scribe, rotating those 
responsibilities for each scenario.  After each cadet has read the scenario, the group leader will assign a 
topic question to a cadet ensuring that every question is considered.  Each group has 20 minutes to 
develop a set of responses to the topic points listed.  Group leaders must manage the time carefully 
ensuring there is time for group discussion. 

III. Description of the scenario:  
 
It is the beginning of a new academic year and Cadet Smuckatellie from X Company is now the 
commander of Y Company.  Y Company has historically experienced high freshman attrition rates, 
mediocre parade results and a low overall company GPA.   However, they have excelled in Intramurals 
each year and won the Intramural Cup the previous 3 years.  Prior to assuming command of Y Company, 
Cadet Smuckatellie determined that many of the issues that have led to poor performance have been 
the result of a negative command climate.  Specifically he has determined that there is a lack of trust 
between classes and even animosity between the current senior class and junior class.   This animosity a 
result of members of the senior class allowing their classmates to be late for formation and not 
maintaining uniform and room inspection standards without consequence.  Conversely, these same 
seniors for even the minor uniform and room inspection infractions have written up members of the 
junior class.   

 

IV. Relevant Topic Points: 

A. What steps can Cadet Smuckatellie take to fix the mistrust between the classes within the 
company? 

B. What obstacles do you think Cadet Smuckatellie will have to overcome himself to help change 
the overall command climate in Y Company? 

C. What steps can Cadet Smuckatellie take to address the animosity between the Junior and senior 
Classes? 

D. Why is it important that Cadet Smuckatellie address this animosity? 
E. How can Cadet Smuckatellie use his staff to help address the issues of poor academic 

performance and mediocre parade results?   
F. What are some initiatives that Cadet Smuckatellie can implement to help fix these areas of 

deficiency? 
G. What steps does Cadet Smuckatellie need to take to ensure a higher rate of retention for 

freshmen within his company? 
 

V. Summary:  As stated previously, cadet leaders can expect to face a variety of leadership challenges, 
some of which defy prediction or logic.  We hope that this scenario provided a catalyst for lively 
discussion.  Your comments and suggestions will be helpful in improving the scenario for future classes. 

 


